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**ADMISSIONS OPEN**


---

**Health Management**

International Institute of Health Management Research Delhi invites application for admission to its PG Diploma in Health Management (PGDHM).

Eligibility Requirements: Bachelor’s degree in any discipline with a minimum of 50 per cent marks in the aggregate. They should have taken any one of the Management Aptitude Test like CAT/MAT/ XAT/ATMA/GMAT/CMAT. Candidates appearing at the final year examination of the Bachelor’s degree or waiting for the results of their final year degree examinations in 2017 may also apply.

Selected candidates will be given provisional admission. They will be required to produce evidence of their graduation within two months of admission. For working executives, they are exempted from written Management Aptitude Test but aspirants should have a minimum of two years relevant work experience in the healthcare sector.

Last date: The candidates can apply online till July 31 at http://delhi.iihmr.org/how-to-apply. The group discussion and interviews will be held from June 12-13 and July 12, 2017. The academic session will start from July 17, 2017.